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LOW-ENERGY NUCLEAR REACTIONS WITN NYDROCEN ISOTOPES

Neleon Jmmie, ●nd Romald E. Brown

Los Alaaoe ?latiomalLaboratory

Loa A18m8, Naw Mexico e7545

Abmtract

Using the Loa Alamoa Low-Energy Fusion Crooa-Section Facility (LEFCS), wa

have completed the study of tha D(t,a)n reaction from Et = 12.5-117 keV, and

now hava measurad ●ngular diatributiona of the reaction. D(d,p)T ●nd D(d,3Ne)n

from Ed = 20-117 ksV. The experimental aquipmafit faaturas ● windowlaaa

cryogenic targott ● precision beam-intensity calorimatar, ● 10- to 120-keV

●ccalmator producing nagative tritium Ions, ●n ●ccurate target gaa-flow and

temperature system~ ●nd ● tritium gas-handling system. Moot of the quite

aniootropic angular diatribu:ions of the D + D raactiona have relative ●rrors

of ●bout 1% and the integrated cross sections have absolute ●rrors of ●bout

1.3%. Aatrophyoical S functions ●xtracted from the data ●nd ●lao from ●

Ieaat-aquraa fit of a + b coa2e to the data show m curious behavior with

●e rgy. The croaa ●ections, which ●gree with previous but leaa ●ccurate data,

●re compared with R-Matrix calculation.. WQ ●lso chow preliminary reoulta for

●lpha-particle spectra of the T(t,a)nn reaction. A feature of chic ●xperimerlt

io tho flow through our windowlea. target of 1.5 standard liters of tritium gas

per day.
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1. Introduction

The Loo Alamos program in Low-Energy Fusion Cross Sections (LEFCS) was

begun oeveral yeare ago to improve the accuracy of and clear up diecrepancien

[1] among ~aaured cross eections for the baeic fuoion reactions D(t,a)n and

T(t,a)nn. The D+D reactions D(d,%e)n ●nd D(d,p)T have no major discrepancies,

but have been studied ae ● check of our system and to improve the accuracy of

the existing data. All of these reactions are of interest in the physics of

few-body nuclear Iateractione and will be important in the design of the first

magnatic- ●nd Inertial-confinmantfusion reactors that will eventually provide

sufficient energy for co-rcial uee. These reactore ara expected to operate

in the temperature range k!l= 1-30 keV, which corresponds to laboratory

bombarding energies having a large overlap with our experimental range of

10-120 keV.

tir D(t,a)n experiment is now completa

●bsolute cross sections with 1.4% ●baolute

●nd published [2], and has produced

drror over most of the range of 8.3

to 78.1 keV aquivalant deuta~on bombarding ●margy. We have now completed data

taking for the D+D channels and ●re in the proceec of performing the T(t,a)nn

experiment.

In this pcper we will chow nampleo

dititributiono of tha IHD data, the oubcequent

of raw and analyzed ●ngular

integrated cross oectlonm, ●nd a

first look ●t the reoults of the T(t,a)nn experiment.

The exparimanta ●r~ parformad by ●ccelerating negatively charged D or T

ion- through a windowleoa, cryogenically pumped, flowing gas target of D2 or T2

●nd into ● beam calorimeter. The target density ic ❑eaaured ●nd

calorhatar calibration is checked by using particle beam. of ●averal

●nergy frum the Tandem Van da t3raaff of the Los Alamo. Ion Baam Facility.

the
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is used to determine the LEFCS accelerator volt6ge

high precision.

2. Apparatus ●nd Experimental Procedure

Tha experimental equipment and procedures are deocribed in detail in Refs.

2-5, and on17 ●n ovarview ●nd faaturee new to the D+D and T+T experiments will

be given har~. Figure 1 ehowa a schematic diagram of the LEFCS eyetem. The

doaige of the ●xparirnnt ha. bean dominated by the need for accurate knowledge

of the bombarding energy, detection of ●o low a counting rate as possible, and

the alimimation of ●m many

cryogenic windowless gas target

cntrancm ●nd exit foils. A

sources of 8ystematic ●rror me possible. A

was chosen to avoid energy-loee uncertainty in

temperature of the target chamber (10.5 K for

deuteriu~ ●nd 11.2 K for tritium gae) just ●bove the freezing point of the

target gaa giv98 the maximum target deneity compatible with ●n ●ppropriate

●nergy 1OC- in the target. The reeulting gaa deneity im low, approximately

1016 nuclai/a3. The target gas, ●fter leaving the target, ~e pumped (frozen)

by nearby 4-K surfacaa. Accurata control of the target denalty is maintained

by preciss control of the continouo flow of dautarium or tritlum (tit 5 standard

cc/dn) and of tha temparatura ●t ths reaction volume. Alpha particlee,

protons, tritono, ●nd % particlas from the various raaction. come out of the

cryogamlc target region through thin axlt foils ●nd mEa dstactad by ●tandard

aurfacm-berrimr ●olid~tata datactore. Tha product Gn of th, gaometry factor G

and tha target deneity n for Jeutarium ie calibrated uoing ● 10-MeV proton beam

from the Van do Graaff; tha naccecary D(P,P)D ●ccurata cmee sections ware

meaaurad by us in a ●parato mpariment [2] using tha Los Alamoe pceciaion

3&inch @catRaring chmbar. The Gn product for ● tritium gas targ~t wan found
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by using a deuterium beam and normalizing to the D(t,a)n croae section

previouslymeasured [2].

Because the low energy beam undergoes a large amount of charge exchange ae

it pasees through the target, we meaaured the beam inteneity with an accurata

calorimeter [2,6], having an error of less than 0.5%. An extensive tritium

handling system 10 neceesary to be able to uee and recover tritium in either

the ion source or target. We used roughly one standard liter of tritium in a

typical run day when using a tritium target. A negative ion beam wae ueed to

avoid unwanted molecular speciee, and to reduce probleme aeaociated with

elit-edge scattering. We typically used a very stable beam of 1-5 MA with

99.52 transmiecion through ● 2.4Imn target ●perture. The critical beam energy

wae determined primarily by meaeuring the accelerator high voltage with a

precision reeietor stack and then making various small corrections. The

resietor ●tack calibration IS traceable to the primary voltage etandard at the

National Bureau of Standarde.

Of the Mny sources of error considered [2] the relative error of the D+D

data ie dominatad by fluctuation in the target density, counting etatietice,

●nd the repeatability of tha calorimeter meaeuremcnt; the latter two error

●ourcee wera important aepecially at low energies. The abeolute ●cala arror is

largely due to the uncertainty of the D(P,P)D calibration croes ●actjon (1.2%).

The T+T ●xperiment has the additional c~mplication that there are 3

r~action prodncts, raeulting in the ●trength of the reaction being spread out

in a ●poctrum of ●lpha energiee. In this caee neutron background contribute

significantly to the relative ●rror. The ●beoluta ●rror ie largely due to the

uncertainty of the T(d,a)n calibration croes section (1.4X). We expect to

obtain ● total ●bcolute error in the i~:t-grated croes section of 5X or better.
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3. The D(f!,3He)nand D(d,p)T Reactions

Figure 2 giveo an example of the raw data for the D+D interaction. The proton

peek is ●t ●n ●nergy {about 4 HeV) near to that of the alpha particle of the

D(t,a)n reaction [2] ●nd was easily measured accurately. The 3He and triton

peak are ●t or below 1 UeV, and improvement decreasing the electronic noise

●nd neutron ~ackground were made before satisfactory reeulte were obtained.

The beam stop ●nd varioue olitm wme baked to drive off Impacted tritium from

early nuts with ● triton beam, ●lhfnating background neutrons from the T(d,n)

reaction. A software algorithm was introduced f,nour data acquisition program

to eliminata wltiple noise events caused by occasional sparking in our

●ccelerator.

The angular diatributione at 110 keV tmmbarding energy are shown in

3. Thaee and the following reoults ●re preliminary, waiting for small

figure

final

correction= Unlike the D(t,a)n reaction there is ● remarkable anisotropy,

largest in the neutron branch. We made measurement ●t 11 bombarding anerglea

from 20-117 keV. Host of the ●ngular distributions have relative errors on the

order of 12, ●nd the remlting integrated croao eectiono have absolute errors

of ●bout 1.5%0 The D(d,slle)nintegrated cross-eection exitation function 10

●houm in figure 4 on ● ●emi-log plot. S-en i- the familiar sh~rp rise due to

tha coulomb-barrier penetration: but becauee of this rice it is not very

informative to compare our data with other work on such a plot. We prefer

instead to pracant the data ●. the ●strophysical S function [2] which ia

univmraally used in the field of nuclear aatrophyaica and factors out in the

incident channel the the energy dependence of the Coulomb barrier and the

wavelength of the bombarding particle, leavtng in tha S function the mora
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epecific nuclear effects: S - 0.5 Ed u exp(44.402 E-1’2). Here Ed is given in

keV, a in b, and S in keV b.

Thus, figure 5 presents S(E) for our data. Relative errors ●re ●hm.

The straight lines are least~quares fits to the data. The E=O Intercapte are

S(0)=53.6 (n3tk) and S(0)=55.7 (pt) keV b. Shown in figure 6 are our

S-function values compared with a representative selection of data from ●

number of

mentioned

D(d,3He)n

improved.

abeolute measurements [7] performed fn the period from 1948-1960. Aa

in the introduction, no discrepancy 10 resolved, but the accuracy @f

and D(d,p)T cross sections in this energy region has been greatly

Returning to the angular distribution data, we have made a least equareo

fit using our data to the form o - a + b cos20. The S and P-wave contribution

are represented by a and b respectively. Given in figure 7 ara the S- and

P-wave S functione for the two channels. The etrength a P-wave

interaction at this low energy is understandable when one notee that this

region of ●xcitation in the compound eystem (~- 24 MeV in ‘Ha), 18 dominated

by negative parity levele helping the P-wave compete in spite of the

suppression by the angular momentum barrier. Lees well understood are the

relative intensities of Sb for the n3He and PC channels, ●nd the wrkedly

different slopes of Sa for the two channelo. The aniaotropy coefficient.

A = b/a of our data ●gree well w~th thcoe of Theua, ?4cGarry,●nd Beach whose

definitive study [8] of the relative angular distributions of the D+D reaction

channel. rangee from 20 to 350 keV.
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4. The T(t,a)nn Reaction

Several factore make the T+T experiment considerably more difficult. As

mentioned earlier the 3-body alpha particle epectrum makes the neutron

background a wch -re significant source of error. The work done in reducing

those effects in the D+D experiment greatly helped. A sample of the raw data

spectrum for the aum of four 100Znute runflis shown in figure 8. The large

peak in channel 200 (about 4 HeV) are alpha particlee from the D(t,a)n

reaction, the deuterium being a 0.5% contaminant in the target gas. In the

region of channel 20 to 50, noise and neutron background beco~ important.

After ●uitable eubtractlons, what 1s left is an expected [9] double-humped

alpha particle

●nargy gnd angle

●hewn in figure

apectma of the T(t,a)nn reaction. Integration over alpha

(aaeuming isotropy in the center~f-maes system) gives results

9 in which are plotted the energy dependence of the S function

from the

data ●re

[10-12].

preliminary data taken to date at Et - 117, 105, 90, and 75 keV. Our

shmn with 5% error bars. One sees the improvement over previous data

Note that the S function 10 flat (or very nearly Bo) with energy

while the in

●ble to go in

fall off. We

the D+D case it fal?.swith decreasing enargy. How low we will be

energy depends on how rapidly the neutron flux and croae section

hope to reach 30-40 keV.

5. Future Plane

Aftar finishing the D+D ●nd T+T experiment- we hope to ●ttempt a study of

tha low-inteneity, but energ~tic, gamma ray. producad in some of the partinent

few-body reactions aa diagnoaticm of plama condition. A measurement of the
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3Ne(d,p)QHereaction would be of interest and may be possible at the higheet

energlea we can obtain, 100 to 117 keV.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the Los Alamoe low-energy fusion cross section

(LEFCS) facility.

Fig. 2. ND raw dat spectrum at 9G keV and 45°. In order of increasing

channel (energy) the peake are 3He, T, and P.

Fig. 3. Exemple of angular diotrib~tions for

bombarding energy. The dashed line and solid

the D+D reactiofie at 110 keV

circles are for the n3He channel,

and

our

the solid curve and croaseo ●re for the pT channel. The curvee

least squares fit to the data (a + b coe2e). Note the supreseed

are from

zero.

Fig. 4. Excitation function for the D(d,3He)n reaction integrated cross

section. The abeolute error bars are smaller than the plotting symbol.

Fig. 5. Preliminary integrated *D S Functione. Note the supressed zero.

Relative errors are ●hewn. The curves are leaat-equaras fits to a etraight

line.

Fig. 6. Tho D+D S functiono compared with thoee of other experiments.

Abnoluta arrora ●ra ●hewn. We hava asoignad 3% arrora to our data (olack

circlac) ●nd ●xpcct in the final ●nalyois that the erroro will b~ smaller.

Also shown ●ra ● rcprcmntativa selectinn of data from other experiment (Ref.

7)*

Fig. 7. 8 function. for D+D P- ●nd S-wave intaractione for each channel, Sa

●nd 8b. Nets the suprassad mro for 9a. Th curves ars only eye guides.

Fi#. n. T(t,a)nn raaction raw data for ~5° lab angle and 113-kaV bombarding
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energy. Note the large peak of alpha particies from the 0.!3% deuterium

contaminant in the target gaa.

Fig. 9. Integrated S functions for the T(t,u)nn reaction. Our preliminary

data are the black circle~ with 5% absolute errors. Aleo shown ●re the data of

Govorov et al. (trianglea) Ref 10; Agnew et al. (croeaeo) Ref. 11: ●nd Sarov

et al. (mquarea) Ref.12. The solid curve is ●n R-Natrix prediction of Hale,

Ref. 13, and the dashed curve is from the compilation ef Greene, Ref. 14.
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